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Blanch, Belinda

From: Patricia Chan 
Sent: Thursday, 1 August 2013 2:53 PM
To: Adjudication
Subject: Visa and   MasterCard :application for authorisation of PIN @POS implementation

Ms Hayley Parkes 

Australian  Competition  and Consumer Commission 

ACT 2600     

 

 

Dear Ms Parkes 

 

I  write in regard to  the proposal to implement consumers using a PIN  rather than signing  their name  for 

transactions. Whilst  I appreciate some of the reasoning behind the proposal I am  concerned as to   how 

some  members of the community  will handle this. 

 

Some of the groups  I have in mind are the very  elderly who  would at  times experience difficulty in 

memorizing a PIN as  against  just  signing their name. Also  to  ask  some to  enter their PIN on a keypad 

could present some difficulty especially  if they have  forgotten to  take their glasses to  go shopping. This 

could lead  to  security issues as some  may  well  ask the sales person to  enter their pin for them. 

Also  for the elderly people  they will also be at risk of financial exploitation if they give their pin number to 

other people. 

 

Patients who have suffered a stroke and are aphasic can  sometimes write  but not remember numbers or 

even  write numerals. Others who have suffered some other cognitive  deficit can  sometimes write  but 

would have difficulty in sequencing numbers and would be unable to key in their PIN without assistance. This 

again  could lead to  security issues if they had to  ask  someone to key in their number for them. 

People with Short Term Memory problems could possibly  forget their PIN number  and this  would 

also  cause problems  as  they would have to rely on  someone else to  access their credit card funds and the 

other party  would  now  know their  PIN number now. 

 

Patients who have experienced  major life changing disabilities or who have  undergone a lengthy  hospital 

admission would find it difficult to remember pin numbers and this may mean they have problems using 

their credit card. 

 

The issue raised in one of your other submissions about Price Clarity  is of the utmost  importance 

whereby  “the current system seems to  allow  operators  to move past  the price on the terminal  and 

advance the transaction to  the point  where a customer simply  enters  their PIN with no price  being shown 

on the device”. This also  will require some change to  the system. 

 

 

Thank you for the opportunity to  comment. 

 

 

Patricia Chan 

Senior Social Worker 

1/8/2013 

 




